
Spelling Bee 
Task Cards

Teacher Directions:
1. Create a spelling bee learning station.
2. Print and cut out task cards and word cards. (Consider making two sets of word cards.)
3. Laminate the cards for durability.

Materials and Supplies for the Spelling Bee Learning Station:
• Dry erase board and markers
• Word Cards and Task Cards
• Index cards
• Blank paper
• A variety of writing tools: markers, colored pencils, crayons, etc.

Create a fun learning station for students who finish their tasks early 
or as a part of your regular rotation.



Words with one syllable
Words with two syllables

Words with three or more syllables

Words with prefixes
Words with suffixes

Words with both prefixes and suffixes
Words with no affixes

Words with one vowel
Words with two vowels

Words with three vowels
Words with four or more vowels

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Words that are adjectives
Words that are nouns
Words that are verbs

Words that are other parts of speech



Words you can already spell
Words you need a hint

Words you need to study to know

Inside words
Outside words

*Be prepared to defend your choice!

Words that have a  
positive connotation
Words that have a 

negative connotation

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Sort the list of words in 
the following stacks:

Words that you can define yourself
Words you’ve heard before

Words that are brand new to you



With a partner, practice spelling 
words aloud or on dry-erase boards.

Whoever spells the most words 
correctly, wins!

Quiz a partner on the original 
etymology of a word.

Whoever has the most correct 
answers after 20 words, wins!

Whoever can create the longest 
sentence that makes sense, wins!

Spelling Challenge Game Spelling Challenge Game

Spelling Challenge Game Spelling Challenge Game

With matching pairs of words,  
play concentration. 

If your opponent can spell the word 
without looking, they can  

steal the pair!



Consonants in one color
Vowels in another color

Create a code for your words. 
(Example: A=1, B=2, C=3)

Then write down the words as 
numbers. Leave for someone else 

to solve!

Write ten words with 
your “wrong” hand.

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Create dot-to-dots out of  
ten new words.

Leave them for someone else 
to connect!



Write ten words in spelling 
mountains.

Example: avian
a
av
avi
avia

avian

Write each letter of ten words in a 
different color.

Write ten words with bubble or 
squiggly lettering.

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

Write the spelling words 
like this:

As you write ten new words,  
put a circle around vowels and  

a box around consonants.



churlish

mandrill

ascetic

pugnacious

gesticulations

interminableness

potentialities

decrepitude

promulgate moiety patronymic

constabulary remonstrance castellated

recusant prestidigitation ebullience

Patagonia tetanus Hebrides

syncope Cotswold phosphine

pirouetted pertinacity nautilus

crustaceans cayenne outré

eucalyptus Lilliput pterodactyl



aspidistra

chevalier

toccata

rheumatic

tumulus

gendarme

malacca

Huguenot

hors de combat wallah collision

phrenologists a posteriori alpinist

reveille marvelous mahogany

ague vulpine neutron

netsuke catastrophic insulin

recherché quandary allegiance

supererogation Honolulu Dantean

au fait uranium perpetrator



avalanche

bedlam

Mylar

exquisite

assailant

functionary

inadvertent

Mandarin

physicists

Einstein

tremulous

aperture

prodigious

Stilton

unscrupulous

concussion

legitimately

vagabonds

affectionately

habanero

overweening

vengeance

gladiatorial

semaphore

inconceivable

pilgrimages

Holocaust

nuisance

enervating

sanctum 
sanctorum

undulating

Jacobean



hypotenuse

machete

silhouetted

conflagration


